“MODERN DAY SLAVERY”—IMPLICATIONS OF A LABEL
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Slavery is a “cruel war against human nature itself, violating [its] most sacred rights of life [and] liberty . . . .”

INTRODUCTION

“Human trafficking is Modern-Day Slavery.” That is a provocative statement. The implications and repercussions of that analogy are profound. It is not a statement reserved for the most zealous of fringe activists. Rather, it is the observation of many significant figures, including two American presidents,² the Department of Justice,³ the United States Congress,⁴ Caritas
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International, the United Nations, the United States State Department, federal courts, and Pope Francis, to name a few.

It began as a tentative yet bold statement, endorsed after President Bush addressed the United Nations General Assembly in 2003 and asserted that “the trade in human beings for any purpose must not be allowed to thrive in our time.” While repeated by non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and scholars, the label and analogy gained a fuller acceptance with its use by President Obama in September 2012 when he described “the injustice, the outrage, of human trafficking which must be called by its true name -- modern slavery.”

Must it be called that? While some activists celebrated the President sanctioning this label, other scholars, journalists, feminists, apologists, and service providers questioned it. It is not without controversy. President Obama acknowledged as much with his next sentence:

Now, I do not use that word, “slavery” lightly. It evokes obviously one of the most painful chapters in our nation’s history. But around the world, there’s no denying the awful reality. When a man, desperate for work, finds himself in a factory or on a fishing boat or in a field, working, toiling, for little or no pay, and beaten if he tries to escape -- that is slavery. When a woman is locked in a sweatshop, or trapped in a home as a domestic servant, alone and abused and incapable of leaving -- that’s slavery.

8. E.g., Osley v. United States, 751 F.3d 1214, 1228 (11th Cir. 2014) (quoting the district court judge’s remarks at the sentencing hearing).
11. Obama, supra note 2 (emphasis added).
The reality is that this analogy, while a seductive oratory device, is controversial, and the propriety of its use must be considered.

It is provocative to state that something is akin to or the same as an institution from the very worst chapters in American history. These are chapters unable to be adequately explained to today’s children due to both the complexity of slavery as well as the moral abhorrence evoked by the social structure that was mainstream only a few generations ago. For the modern American, it is impossible to fully comprehend the social acceptability of the ownership of other people and the resultant treatment of them as property. These are chapters that, at their most basic levels, cannot be explained but only acknowledged as terrible, dark times in American history when many people, both individually and collectively, acted wrongly and reflected views that seem alien to contemporary Americans.

Therefore, when one makes the statement that suggests America is experiencing this same institution in the present day, one is saying that future grandchildren will ask the same questions of today’s children: how was it possible that twenty-first century Americans allowed it to occur? How could we have possibly justified intellectually or morally the institution of modern slavery as a mainstream concept? Similar to adults today when asked about eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slavery, these very children will not be able to explain it. Rather, they will only be able to shake their heads and inadequately describe it as a mystifying, dark, and terrible time in history.

Yet that is what is being said when one labels human trafficking as “modern-day slavery.” This article will examine the use of this label to refer to sex and labor trafficking, its propriety, and the implications of its use. The article analyzes whether the label will assist in moving the discussion of human trafficking forward or derail it from the target of eliminating the trafficking of persons.

This article argues in support of the position that “modern-day slavery” is an apt label to use as an analogy to human trafficking. Acknowledging its costs and imperfections, of which there are several, the label fulfills the goals of an analogy because it is an accurate description of the practice of human trafficking and, most importantly, the experience of so many victims. This is particularly true when one defines slavery beyond antebellum slavery to include the period of de facto slavery after the Civil War, in which peonage and debt bondage were the dominant exploitive institutions. Therefore, this article asserts that the label only can be embraced when slavery is defined in this way and when specifically focused on the victim experience.

14. See, e.g., Survivor Stories, POLARIS, http://www.polarisproject.org/what-we-do/client-services/survivor-stories [http://perma.cc/4EQ5-K7LD] (last visited Aug. 29, 2015). The use of the word “victim” is typically not preferred when discussing a person affected by human trafficking. “Survivor” is the preferred term. However, the focus of this article when discussing
However, this article also advances the argument that it is an analogy that has not fulfilled its promise to assist in explaining or characterizing the realities of human trafficking. It has failed to do so because its use so often stops there, with a simple sensational label that is unanalyzed, uncritiqued, and unrefined. Therefore, this article examines the implications of that label of “modern-day slavery” to each of the stakeholders in the institution of human trafficking. By doing so, the true potential of this powerful but appropriate label is unlocked.

This article will first examine some threshold issues surrounding the term such as why it is used, how key terms such as “slavery” are defined, and what major critiques of the label exist. The article will then defend its use, but it will do so through a particular lens that highlights the victim experience. By examining it through the implications it has for the stakeholders of human trafficking—victims, traffickers, owners, and bystanders—the article underscores the propriety of the label. Only when the label is fully embraced within this framework can its power be mastered to assist in transforming society from one that endorses and profits from ownership of people to one that rejects it in all its forms.

I. THRESHOLD POINT NUMBER ONE: WHY IT MATTERS

Many a law review article has been written as a theoretical and academic exercise bearing little relationship to a contemporary issue. One could easily assert that any examination of language around human trafficking is a similar academic exercise with little relevance to this pressing international problem. However, such an argument ignores the reality that human trafficking is a social institution. It is an industry, in many ways woven into the fabric of everyday life. In order for it to be recognized as a social ill, the language around it must reflect that reality. Like smoking, climate change, drinking and driving, racism, or any other once socially acceptable practice that is now largely condemned, a paradigm shift is required. Central to that shift is language.

Language matters. As Angela Carter noted, “[L]anguage is power, life, and the instrument of culture, the instrument of domination and liberation.”

Language and labels convey meaning, value, societal importance, and such people primarily references those in a current state of victimization. As such, much of this article utilizes the term “victim” in addition to “survivor.” Such is consistent with the National Human Trafficking Resource Center. Service Providers, Nat’l Hum. Trafficking Resource Ctr., http://www.traffickingresourcecenter.org/audience/service-providers [http://perma.cc/2MKU-PK3M] (last visited Aug. 29, 2015). The use of the term “victim” in this article is not meant to diminish the strength or dignity of those affected by human trafficking.

perspective. For example, as the author has argued elsewhere, the use of the phrase “kiddie porn” states a great deal about one’s view of child exploitation for sexual purposes.\textsuperscript{16} Not until the success of the utilization of the term “images of child sexual abuse” did mainstream culture begin to understand the detrimental content of these images.\textsuperscript{17} Similarly, as Ambassador Luis CdeBaca has remarked, in some ways it may be regrettable that “human trafficking” became the label for this form of victimization. The term results in confusion as it incorrectly suggests movement as a necessary element of the crime.\textsuperscript{18}

The human trafficking movement is at a crossroads. On some level the movement has been mainstreamed as manifested by the existence of a Human Trafficking Unit within the Department of Justice, many law school clinics dedicated to human trafficking work, and the advent of several NGOs dedicated to serving such victims and ending human trafficking. Within this mainstreaming, media coverage has co-opted “modern-day slavery” to attract the public’s attention and sensationalize the coverage.\textsuperscript{19} With this increased social awareness comes the need to be accurate in representations. This social movement, like so many, challenges social norms, as well as powerful political, economic, and government institutions and social forces seeking to stop it.

In the wake of the mainstreaming of this term, the time has come to examine it, review some of the critiques, and determine if it is accurate and will assist the cause of anti-human trafficking or is a sensational label that fails to do justice to the victims.


\textsuperscript{17} Mary Graw Leary, \textit{The Language of Child Sexual Abuse and Exploitation}, in \textit{CHILD PORNOGRAPHY: EMERGING ISSUES IN DEFINITION, ENFORCEMENT, AND PUNISHMENT} (forthcoming Spring 2016). The term “child pornography” has been recognized as highly inadequate. \textit{See, e.g.}, Dr. Ethel Quayle, \textit{The Impact of Viewing on Offending Behavior}, in \textit{CHILD SEXUAL ABUSE AND THE INTERNET: TACKLING THE NEW FRONTIER} 25, 26 (Martin C. Calder ed., 2004) (“Many professionals working in this area have expressed the belief that such terminology is problematic and allows us to distance ourselves from the true nature of the material. A preferred term is abuse images . . . .”); Janis Wolak et al., \textit{Executive Summary} to \textit{CHILD-PORNOGRAPHY POSSESSORS ARRESTED IN INTERNET-RELATED CRIMES: FINDINGS FROM THE NATIONAL JUVENILE ONLINE VICTIMIZATION STUDY}, at vii n.1 (2005) (“The term ‘child pornography,’ because it implies simply conventional pornography with child subjects, is an inappropriate term to describe the true nature and extent of sexually exploitive images of child victims.”).


II. THRESHOLD POINT NUMBER TWO: WHAT IS TRYING TO BE ACCOMPLISHED

The effectiveness of slavery as a label or analogy to human trafficking cannot be measured without first discussing the purpose of utilizing such language. That is to say, one cannot determine if a goal is met until one identifies the intended goal. Therefore, an exploration of how the term is being utilized is necessary.

A. Label and Analogy

There seem to be two purposes in utilizing the term “modern-day slavery.” In the United States, the term is used to connect human trafficking (severe forms of which are broadly defined under the Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA) as sex or labor trafficking by force, fraud, or coercion, or sex trafficking of a minor)\(^{20}\) to slavery as understood in a historical sense. Hence, the label carries the modifier “modern day.” That connection is sometimes meant as an analogy to associate it with an understood historical event and system.

However, when the President says “that is slavery,” he is clear and unambiguous.\(^{21}\) In that address to the Global Initiative, he did not implement it as an analogy but a label. Even when used as a label, it is critical to understand that to do so is not to say human trafficking is identical to the trans-Atlantic slave trade, but rather that it is a form of slavery writ large. However, by adding the modifier “modern day,” one suggests that today’s human trafficking can be better understood by analogizing it to the American historical experience with slavery. Therefore, it functions as both a label and an analogy but not a synonym.

A synonym is a word or phrase that has the same or nearly the same meaning as another word or phrase in the same language.\(^{22}\) The use of the term “modern-day slavery,” particularly with the descriptor of “modern day,” is not intended to make the experiences synonymous. When that is understood, many of the critiques of the term are weakened. Here, the old adage, “history repeats itself,” is apt. This saying is not suggesting that the same historical events with their same institutional factors repeatedly occur. Rather, it recognizes that societies, economies, and social structures do evolve. However, if basic human and societal flaws such as greed, selfishness, corruption, vulnerability, desire for security, etc. are left unchecked, the necessarily negative outcomes recur. Therefore, when human trafficking is labeled “modern-day slavery,” it does not seem to suggest that human trafficking is exactly the same as antebellum

---

22. WEBSTER’S NEW UNIVERSAL UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY 1929 (Barnes & Noble Pub., Inc. 2003).
slavery. Rather, the label, modified by the phrase “modern day,” is used to suggest today’s trafficking is a form of slavery writ large to be understood as not less than slavery, although not indistinct from a certain form of slavery in the nineteenth century.

B. Definition of Modern-Day Slavery

Accepting that the term is used both as a label and an analogy but not a synonym, the next step is to examine the definition of slavery when being utilized in this construct. Scholars and historians have offered many definitions of slavery. Only when understanding which definition or combination of definitions is intended can one effectively evaluate the success of that label or analogy.

Individual scholars and activists have defined slavery differently. Professor Bravo, who has written extensively on this topic, discusses “chattel slavery” as “the ownership, recognized and enforced by the legal system, of one human being by another.”23 Kevin Bales, a renowned activist against human trafficking, discusses slavery as “a social and economic relationship marked by the loss of free will, in which a person is forced through violence or the threat of violence to give up the ability to sell freely his or her own labor power.”24

Institutions charged with addressing slavery on a global level also vary in exact definitions. The League of Nation’s 1926 Convention on Slavery, Forced Labor, and Similar Institutions defined slavery as “the status or condition of a person over whom any or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised.”25 American law is arguably ambiguous regarding a definition in the Constitution or current statutes.26 However, the United States Court of

24. Kevin Bales, UNDERSTANDING GLOBAL SLAVERY 91 (2005); Bravo, supra note 23, at 262.
26. Susan H. Bitensky, An Analytical Ode to Personhood: The Unconstitutionality of Corporal Punishment of Children Under the Thirteenth Amendment, 53 SANTA CLARA L. REV. 1, 14 (2013) (“There is a dearth of U.S. Supreme Court rulings or even dicta defining the term ‘slavery’ under Section 1 of the Thirteenth Amendment.”). Of course, the Thirteenth Amendment statutes regarding involuntary servitude, peonage, debt bondage, vessels for slavery, etc. provide some context. 18 U.S.C. §§ 1581–1585 (2012). Implicit within them is the clear sense that labor is taken from a person involuntarily. Id. The Supreme Court has limited the understanding of “involuntary servitude” to include only “compulsion of services through the use or threatened use of physical or legal coercion.” United States v. Kozinski, 487 U.S. 931, 945 (1988). Precursors to the current law, the Padrone statute and the Slavery Act, frame what is meant by the term “slavery” to include services or labor forced upon a person by physical or legal coercion. See, e.g., 35 Stat. 1139 (1909); 2 Stat. 426 (1807); 3 Stat. 450–51 (1818).
Appeals for the Second Circuit offered a 1964 definition, which is commonly accepted: “[S]lavery . . . gives to one person the control and ownership of the involuntary and compulsory services of another against his will and consent.”

While other definitions abound in scholarship, law, and civil society, any discussion of whether human trafficking is appropriately connected to the term “modern-day slavery” turns fundamentally on what one means by “slavery.” From the many definitions of slavery available, it is fair to refer to it as a practice with the characteristics of: (1) ownership of a person as chattel; (2) loss of free will and control over many aspects of self, but particularly one’s labor power; and (3) control being asserted through violence or degradation or the threat thereof. With this as a working definition of what is meant by slavery, the connection between it and human trafficking is a connection between human trafficking and the ownership of another as chattel, in which that person loses control of self (or at least one’s labor power) through violence and degradation. The label signifies that human trafficking is slavery writ large; but, by adding “modern-day” to the title, one is analogizing to the previous historical experience of slavery.

Noticeably absent from the definition, however, is the requirement, which was present in antebellum slavery, that the institution be legally sanctioned. An objection to the connection between human trafficking and slavery is to point to the absence of this critical feature of antebellum slavery, arguing that, as terrible as human trafficking may be, it is substantively different from slavery. Although a valid observation, two responses are offered to this critique of the proposed definition.

First, when viewed from the victim experience, these distinctions do not matter. Being owned as chattel—possessing neither free will nor control over one’s service due to violence—one is still harmed whether or not the victimization is legally sanctioned. Surely the harm is different when the state allows, endorses, and even enforces it. However, the converse is not true: that one is unharmed when the state does not participate. Second, even if one required government sanction of human trafficking as necessary, the analogy still is apt when it references the actual experience of American slavery, which includes not only de jure slavery but also de facto slavery.

It is well understood that slavery, using the definition above, did not end with either the Emancipation Proclamation or the Thirteenth Amendment. Rather, through the practice of peonage, de facto slavery continued. Peonage is legally enforced debt bondage that relied upon compliance of local law enforcement and judicial officials, sometimes officially and other times

29. Id. at 217.
informally. Debt bondage occurs “when a debtor pledges his personal labor or services to a lender in payment of his debt, but the reasonable value of his services is not applied to the liquidation of the debt, or the length and nature of the services is not defined.”

Therefore, limiting the definition of slavery to a pre-emancipation definition of state-sanctioned slavery fictionally limits the experiences of slavery victims. The American experience of slavery continued beyond emancipation and the antebellum period to a time of peonage and debt bondage. While technically not state sanctioned, in practice, the state did enforce the practice in many parts of the nation. As such, the proposed definition of slavery references the victim experience of slavery, which includes both de facto and de jure slavery of the pre- and post-emancipation period.

C. Purpose of the Slavery Reference

Having outlined the importance of language and labels as well as discussing what is meant by the term “slavery” when used in this context, this article now turns to discussing the purpose of using the term “modern-day slavery” at all. Before the validity of this analogy or label can be assessed, one must understand why scholars, activists, politicians, and organizations are using it.

Obviously, when analogies are utilized it is not always with the same purpose. Scholars have, however, outlined the components of an effective analogy and the normative practical use of them. Professor Bravo, who has written on this specific issue, argues that such an analogy should “create a mechanism for understanding, interpreting, and explaining a phenomenon.” In so doing, she effectively builds on the work of Dr. Yuen Foong Khong who asserts that “[a]nalogies are cognitive devices that ‘help’ decision-makers perform six diagnostic tasks central to political decision-making. Analogies (1) help define the nature of the situation confronting the policymaker, (2) help assess the stakes, and (3) provide prescriptions. They help evaluate alternative options . . . .”

While such is the ideal, analogies often fall short of this. In her critique of the use of this analogy, Bravo notes the reality that policymakers tend to rely

30. DOUGLAS A. BLACKMON, SLAVERY BY ANOTHER NAME 6 (2008).
33. Id. at 9.
34. Smolin, supra note 12, at 222, 230.
35. Bravo, supra note 23, at 223.
36. Id. at 243.
upon those analogies that come most easily to mind, predisposing them to
certain options and, therefore, misdirecting response efforts. Dr. Curtis and Dr.
Reigeluth confirm that analogies are used to explain or clarify but can be
limited to ensure they succeed in that goal.37

Building on these concepts, this article suggests that the analogy is used in
this context to provide a framework for the public and policymakers to
understand, interpret, and explain the nature of human trafficking and motivate
them to form an appropriate response. This identifies a dual audience of
policymakers and the general public (as both are necessary for social change).
It also focuses on an actual human trafficking effort to educate and motivate an
informed societal response.

Therefore, this article turns to examining whether this label and analogy of
modern-day slavery serves the function outlined above. That can be answered
by examining whether the analogy is factually accurate, and whether calling
human trafficking “modern-day slavery” provides the public and policymakers
a framework to understand, interpret, and explain human trafficking; and then
help motivate them to an appropriate response.

This article proposes that the term “modern-day slavery” does fulfill the
purpose of analogy because it meets these criteria. Although the label is
imperfect and not without a cost, it can be an effective analogy. This is most
effectively demonstrated by examining the implications of this analogy on the
four major stakeholders of the institutions of slavery and human trafficking:
the victims, the traders, the owners, and the bystanders. When the analogy is
examined through their lenses, it is apparent that the label and analogy are both
accurate and compelling.

D. Critiques

With this definition of slavery, and the stated purpose of the label and
analogy, the assessment now must turn to determining if it is appropriate. This
process should be decided by starting with the critiques.

This article will discuss three possible critiques of the label. One complaint
regarding the utilization of the label “modern-day slavery” focuses on the
differences between antebellum slavery and human trafficking. This criticism
highlights these differences in scope and structure, arguing that they make the
analogy inept. This critique also can manifest itself within the context of
arguing that the comparison diminishes the suffering experience of the slave. A
second critique argues that the causes of the two institutions are so different
that the analogy is misplaced. The final critique has been that the analogy
creates an image of human trafficking in the minds of policymakers and the

37. Ruth V. Curtis & Charles M. Reigeluth, The Use of Analogies in Written Text, 13
public that is overdramatic; and, when confronted with the reality of human trafficking, the public either does not recognize it or is disillusioned.

1. Differences in Structure

The most obvious difference between eighteenth- and nineteenth-century slavery and present-day human trafficking is that the former was state sanctioned, and the latter is not formally sanctioned. This is an important distinction to be sure. On a societal level, there is a difference when the representative government approves of the victimization of a group of people, finding it not only acceptable but also enshrined in the Constitution. Criminal law is designed in part to communicate the moral condemnation of the community. As such, when society sanctions victimization, it is particularly devastating. On a more social level, it affects people’s daily lives. As Kevin Bales notes, state-sanctioned antebellum slavery afforded slave owners not only wealth but also social status and social power; meanwhile, the modern trafficker must be hidden in his criminal exploits.

That being said, the analogy is accurate when approached with clarity. First, for the analogy to achieve its full meaning, it must refer to more than antebellum slavery and include de facto slavery. In so doing, the legality/illegality distinction is less important.

After the Civil War, a desperate need for cheap and available labor to fill the gap previously filled by slave labor emerged. Peonage, although outlawed in 1867, was and continued to be the dominant method used by businesses to fill this void. Businesses and farm owners would have African Americans unjustly arrested, awarded a fine that they could not pay, and then have the local government lease them out and force them to work to pay off this supposed “debt.” This practice was not limited to African American victims in the South. Wealthy businessmen elsewhere in the United States also engaged in it among immigrants and other vulnerable people.

Furthermore, other forms of de facto slavery occurred, even if technically illegal. This includes the ongoing sexual slavery documented by the Ninth
Circuit explicitly in cases such as United States v. Ah Sou.\textsuperscript{44} Here, the court discusses the rather open practice of the sale of women into lives of sexual servitude.

This state of exploitation continued well after slavery was “officially ended.” Due to the harsh conditions of labor, it became a period of de facto slavery. Indeed, some have argued it was worse.\textsuperscript{45} While not an endorsement of slavery, some have noted that when a person is a slave, he is regarded strictly as property and an investment by the owner. In the regime of de facto slavery, however, conditions for the victims in some ways grew even worse because the slaves were not an investment but disposable.\textsuperscript{46}

While today the United States government does not actively and publicly support human trafficking, the argument can easily be made that both in the United States and abroad, people live in an era of, or one close to, de facto slavery. Contemporary human trafficking is replete with many examples of state-sanctioned human trafficking through collusive state actors.

The most obvious example of state collusion is abroad where corruption is a significant factor in human trafficking. In some nations, particularly those singled out by the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) in South Asia, Eastern Europe, and Central America, the role of corruption has been identified as “central to the success” of a thriving human trafficking trade.\textsuperscript{47} The UNODC noted in its position paper that corruption plays “an important role in facilitating and fostering the crime of trafficking in persons.”\textsuperscript{48} The UNODC further explained that its data indicated “unequivocally that the corrupt behavior of law enforcers may help traffickers to recruit, transport and exploit their victims; corrupt criminal justice authorities may obstruct the investigation and prosecution of cases, and/or impede the adequate protection of victims of the crime.”\textsuperscript{49}

\textsuperscript{44} United States v. Ah Sou, 138 F. 775, 776 (9th Cir. 1905) (“She was not the daughter of [a human trafficker], but was [a] slave . . . Ah Bun, her master, compelled her to enter upon a life of prostitution.”).


\textsuperscript{46} BALES, supra note 40, at 14.


\textsuperscript{48} Id., at 4.

\textsuperscript{49} Id.; see also M. Bashir Uddin, Human Trafficking in South Asia: Issues of Corruption and Human Security, 2 INT’L J. OF SOC. WORK & HUM. SERVS. PRAC., Feb. 2014, at 18, 21 (“Bribes to police, courts and relevant public officers cause state institutions to turn a blind eye to traffickers or even to engage in the trafficking process.”).
Therefore, to say that human trafficking is not state sanctioned may be an overstatement in many countries. The role of corruption in these areas underscores a deep relationship between traffickers and the government. This is a relationship that victims and bystanders experience in everyday life. Similarly, when one examines the number of criminal prosecutions, the argument can also be furthered that today’s human trafficking is a state of de facto slavery and is state sanctioned. The 2015 “Trafficking in Persons Report” (TIP Report) placed twenty-three countries on Tier 3 status. This means that the State Department found they did not comply with minimum standards, and they are not making significant efforts to do so. Not only does this mean that twelve percent of the world’s nations are on Tier 3, but the report notes that the level of prosecution is dismal.

Although there is widespread disagreement regarding the numbers of victims, two aspects of trafficking victimizations are clear. First, that they number in the millions. Second, that nations are not prosecuting traffickers in numbers that come anywhere close to the number of victims. The 2015 TIP Report recorded only 10,051 prosecutions globally and only 811 in the entire continent of Africa. Similarly, the UNODC’s “Global Report on Trafficking in Persons” found that sixty percent of countries had ten or fewer annual convictions, fifteen percent had none at all, while the numbers of victims are increasing. Certainly many reasons exist for this disparity that extends beyond corruption. These include lack of resources, lack of capacity, other priorities, etc. Yet, if that were the only cause, prosecutions would be adequate in other nations not facing such complex social challenges.

Even within the United States with a more robust awareness and increasing prosecution record, there are signs that state compliance with the status quo is real.

Researchers from the Urban Institute’s Justice Policy Center and Northeastern University’s Institute on Race and Justice found that police officers, prosecutors, judges, juries, and officials from all levels of government, especially the state, lack awareness of human trafficking law and

51. Id. at 53.
52. Id. at 49, 54.
54. TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS REPORT 2015, supra note 50, at 48, 55.
55. UNITED NATIONS OFFICE ON DRUGS AND CRIME, GLOBAL REPORT ON TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS 13 (2014).
don’t consider such cases a priority. The result is that many human trafficking cases are being passed over by state and federal legal systems.56 Polaris Project also noted that while every state has now adopted some form of human trafficking law, the statutes vary greatly. Twelve states are considered inadequate, and should take steps to draft better laws and actually implement them.57 Federally, with an immigration policy that ties domestic workers’ and some temporary workers’ legal statuses to their employers, the United States government is arguably facilitating the coercion and control an employer has over a victim by being able to subject him or her to slave-like conditions.58 In Europe, recent European Union research concluded that legalization of prostitution in several nations has actually facilitated an increase in human trafficking by eighteen percent but a decrease in convictions by thirteen percent.59 Similarly, the International Labour Organization (ILO) noted that “[t]olerance of prostitution at community or national level” is a risk factor for commercial sexual exploitation of children.60

Therefore, it seems that when one understands it to be an analogy between the institution of de facto slavery and human trafficking today, the analogy is accurate. As Professor Bravo noted, “[T]rafficker’s ownership and domination rests on physical and psychological control that is buttressed by the (in)direct complicity of states whose legal systems perpetuate the dominance and control of the trafficker . . . .”61 Human trafficking rests on government support. That

---

de facto support, or at least facilitation, is present throughout the world in very much the same way as some forms of slavery.

2. Differences in Causes

Another argument asserts that one cannot compare the Atlantic Triangular Trade of antebellum slavery with the human trafficking of today because what caused each of them is so distinct. This critique is misplaced. Without question, the method of obtaining slaves from Africa and transporting them forcibly to the Americas was terrible and somewhat different than the fraud and coercion often used in recruitment today. The practice of importing slaves from Africa solely for the purpose of cheap labor began after poor treatment and disease decimated the enslaved Native American population. By the mid-1500s through the 1800s, almost nine million slaves were shipped from Africa to the Americas, with about five percent of them coming to the United States.  

Their location was largely in the southern colonies with the harvesting of cash crops but also on farms and docks in Massachusetts and New York. In the late eighteenth century, the cotton gin coincided with Britain’s textile mills, demanding massive amounts of cotton—making the cotton crop vastly profitable. Hence, a new demand for slave labor arose. The supply side of slavery was a vulnerable people in the African continent. The demand side included Americans who wished to purchase people to meet their own perceived needs. While there are many reasons behind this, slavery was clearly an economically driven institution.

The economic parallels between antebellum slavery and human trafficking are inescapable. Just as slavery was an economic industry, so too is human trafficking. While estimates vary as to the size of the human trafficking industry, no one advocates that it is small. The ILO estimates 20.9 million people are in forced labor, trafficked for labor and sexual exploitation, or held in slavery-like conditions. This results in eight billion dollars in profits from domestic workers, ninety-nine billion dollars from those forced into sexual exploitation, and $43.4 billion in non-domestic forced labor. So-called source countries or regions today in human trafficking are similarly characterized by

62. Id. at 213.
63. BALES & SOODALTER, supra note 32, at 8.
67. Id. at 15, 21, 27.
poverty, unemployment, war, and political and economic instability. The Congressional Quarterly reported that “[t]he poorest and most chaotic parts of the developing world supply most trafficking victims . . . .” The vast majority of slaves and victims of human trafficking come from the poorest parts of Africa, Asia, Latin America, and Eastern Europe, where smooth-talking traffickers often easily deceive desperate victims or their parents into believing that they are being offered a ‘better life.’” Interpol identifies demand and the existence of poor, desperate people for cheap labor and commercial sex as significant causes of human trafficking. “[E]conomic desperation and disadvantage, lack of a sustainable income, and poverty—all of which are preyed on by . . . traffickers.”

Domestic trafficking is similar. Dorchen Leidholdt in “Making the Harm Visible” documents that most women in prostitution “endured situations of enslavement as children, in thrall to sexually abusive adults, or as adolescents or young women subjected to the violent subjugation of abusive husbands or boyfriends.” “Recruitment can take many forms, including kidnapping; solicitation by other women or girls recruiting on behalf of the sex trafficker; and the ‘loverboy’ approach of appearing genuinely interested in a romantic relationship while gradually coercing the victim into prostitution.”

Furthermore, just as the cotton gin provided an engine for the demand of cheap labor, the Internet and modern communication technology provide a mode of recruitment and marketing, which expands the reach of human trafficking. Whether it is fraudulent recruitment techniques of labor contractors, the use of social networking sites to recruit women and girls into sex trafficking, the use of online advertising to then sell them, or the “cybersex dens” of the Philippines, modern technologies and globalization are playing a major increasing role in facilitating human trafficking similar to the way the cotton gin did in the nineteenth century.
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It is certainly true that the role of race was a unique and particularly pernicious one within de facto slavery. Some scholars have highlighted the role race also plays in contemporary trafficking. Professor Bravo notes that today there continues a global racial hierarchy within human trafficking. The United Nations has also acknowledged the “critical link” between trafficking and racial discrimination. It is also true that economics played a significant role in antebellum and de facto slavery. In addition to the racial realities, the story of de facto slavery was also a story of the strong exploiting the vulnerable. That story repeats itself today.

Nineteenth-century slavery was based upon vulnerability: creating it, sustaining it, and utilizing it to control others absolutely. Trafficking is the same. It is no wonder that the UNODC reports that approximately seventy percent of identified victims are women and girls, some of the most vulnerable in the world. Moreover, the victims are often poor and desperate, and traffickers take advantage of that vulnerability to lure them into lives of slavery.

3. Confusion

Some argue that this label actually confuses and misleads the public, heightening the public’s expectations of gruesomeness surrounding human trafficking. While this effect may seem attractive to activists seeking to awaken an ignorant public, this is, in fact, detrimental for a number of reasons. First, it is inaccurate, and scholars and activists alike should have no interest in presenting an obfuscated depiction of the realities of human trafficking. Human trafficking is gruesome enough, and there is no need to hyperbolize the violence and exploitation associated with it. Second, no social ill can be effectively combatted if it is not fully understood and recognizable to the public. When the public comes face-to-face with the reality of human trafficking, and it is not what it imagined, people will miss it in their communities or assume what is before them is not human trafficking.
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This is a valid concern, as Dr. Curtis and Dr. Reigeluth discuss in their scholarship on the use and purpose of analogies. They note that one danger in using analogies occurs “when the analogy is carried too far, that is, beyond the point of similarity, it becomes invalid and misleading for the learner.”79 This can lead to specific problems when dealing with a social ill impacted by the criminal law.

While the image of an antebellum slave may seem an easy method through which to convey to decision makers or the public the reality of human trafficking, this actually can cause specific harm. Jurors expecting to see chains instead find compliant victims who themselves do not self-identify as victims. Labor inspectors expecting escape attempts instead find coercion and fraud. Police who expect to find grateful women “rescued” by them find women experiencing traumatic bonding and post-traumatic stress. When these expectations are not met, victims are not identified, and they fail to receive the services needed.

Having recognized that pitfalls exist in the analogy, however, does not lead to the conclusion that it should not be utilized. Rather, it should be utilized correctly. First, as discussed, to make an analogy is not to say the two subjects of the analogy are identical. There was more than one way to enslave a person in the nineteenth century, and there is more than one way to do so now. It is unnecessary to prove that a victim of human trafficking was chained, whipped, or auctioned in the public square to prove she was a slave. All that must be established is that she was purchased as chattel and controlled to engage in labor or commercial sex due to that coercion, force, or fraud.80

In many ways, the anti-trafficking movement sits in a similar position today as the anti-sexual assault movement or anti-domestic violence movement did decades ago. Many assumed years ago that sexual assault meant a stranger committing a forceful and violent rape. Through education and public awareness, society was awakened to the reality that acquaintance rape, unconsented sexual contact, or sexual contact while incapacitated also constitutes sexual assault. Society did not stop calling it sexual assault because there were many ways in which it could occur. To the contrary, it engaged in a long-term education with the public about the realities of sexual assault such that people could recognize it when it emerged in many different forms.

The same must be done in the realm of human trafficking. While the critique of the analogy unartfully applied is indeed a valid one, that is not an argument to cease using it. Rather, it is an argument to utilize it more precisely and effectively. As John Cotton Richmond has pointed out, posters and public
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awareness campaigns, which depict victims in chains or cages, do a disservice to the cause by setting the bar very high for potential jurors and decision makers who come face-to-face with human trafficking.\textsuperscript{81} When they do so, they fail to respond adequately because they do not recognize victims. In some ways, such campaigns do exactly what Professor Bravo warned against: take emotional and evocative images of slavery, and use them to appeal to emotion and the least common denominator.\textsuperscript{82}

When this is done, a disservice to the survivors of human trafficking occurs as well. As will be discussed infra, the actual horrors of human trafficking are bad enough; and, if the analogy were accurately communicated, it would act to educate, explain, and motivate the public. Therefore, while the critique of this base use of the analogy is not misplaced, the correct use of the analogy can actually unleash the power of the analogy to slavery most effectively. The next part of this article discusses how to do exactly that. It proposes that instead of focusing on chains to educate the public, the public should be educated on the implications of human trafficking as slavery for the respective stakeholders. When those are brought to the fore, the power of the analogy to educate and motivate the public is unleashed in an effective and accurate way.

III. CONNECTING THE ANALOGY TO THE STAKEHOLDERS

Of the critiques discussed supra, the one of most concern is the criticism that the analogy has been misused. The analogy can be a powerful tool to educate the public and policymakers but only if framed correctly. Where the analogy has its most profound effect is when analyzed through the lenses of four significant stakeholders in human trafficking. These include the victims, the traffickers, the owners, and the bystanders. Each of these actors has a parallel actor in the de facto slavery of the seventeenth to early twentieth century. The victims and survivors of trafficking today parallel with the slaves of earlier generations, the human traffickers are akin to the slave traders, the business owners or sex purchasers are parallel to the slave owners, and each system functioned with the complicity of the bystanders. By examining the analogy through the lenses of these actors, one can test the validity of the analogy. When looking at the implication of calling human trafficking “modern-day slavery” for each of these stakeholders, one can see that the analogy not only possesses legitimacy but has untapped power to educate and motive social change.

\textsuperscript{82} Bravo, \textit{supra} note 23, at 252–53.
A. Victims

Central to the human tragedies of slavery and human trafficking are the victims. De facto slavery includes the people enslaved through antebellum slavery as well as those who continued to work in slave-like conditions through debt bondage, peonage, and other mechanisms. The modern-day parallel includes victims of labor and sex trafficking who, through force, fraud or coercion, work or engage in commercial sex acts. This also includes minors who are engaged in the commercial sex trade. This article has previously identified the main aspects of slavery to include chattel and control. A review of the presence of these aspects in both victim groups demonstrates the applicability of the analogy.

The first framework through which to compare these groups is that of chattel. Whether it is the soccer ball sewer in India, the sex trafficking victim in St. Louis, or the farmer in Florida, the victims’ experiences of being chattel is universal. As discussed supra, Kevin Bales correctly underscores the distinction between the concept of property in the antebellum slavery context and today. In the antebellum context, the slaves were an investment; and, while certainly property, they could represent some form of value to the owner. Today, due to massive supply, many of our slaves are considered disposable and discarded when no longer profitable.

While this is a valid distinction, it does not diminish the notion that victims of trafficking are still regarded as chattel or property. A criminal can still treat a victim like chattel without asserting outward ownership over her. In fact, this distinction merely represents the different relationships people today have with their property that they did not have a century ago. Today, property is seen as more disposable. Indeed, the criticism that today people live in a “throwaway culture” is not misplaced. While once people invested in property for the long term, today price and convenience rule the day. Objects
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that were once long-term purchases are now disposable items. Indeed, the argument could be made, as it was when comparing victims of peonage to those of antebellum slavery, that these victims’ disposability are an even more profound illustration of their lack of humanity within the system.

The reality is that both slaves and human trafficking victims are exchanged for currency. Both are denied their humanity by abuse and control. In other words, neither is treated like a person, but both are treated as objects to be used and then thrown away. 89

The second framework is control. Slaves were controlled by violence, death, and physical and psychological constraints. 90 Historical references exist to slaves being “seasoned” or “broken in” in an effort to establish complete dominance over them. 91 This practice has been widely documented today in both labor and sex trafficking, where such efforts are used to establish absolute power, dehumanize, and subject the victims to psychological subordination. 92

The parallels between methods of controlling slaves and human trafficking victims are clearly seen in sex trafficking. The methods utilized to control trafficked women are well documented. In Hughes’ 2008 article on combatting sex trafficking, law enforcement sources described control mechanisms as “extreme violence and slavery-like practices used to control victims and the resulting physical and emotional effects of the trauma.” 93 Indeed Lisa Thompson, then-director of the Initiative Against Sexual Trafficking, while testifying before the House Finance Committee, coined the term “sexual gulag” to describe a global system made up of hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of brothels, bars, strip clubs, massage parlors, escort services, and street corners where people are sold for sex. 94 “The Sexual Gulag entraps and exploits women and children turning them into sexual commodities.” 95 Although she quite aptly noted that the Soviet gulags were hidden from view while this sexual gulag operates in the open.

Such methods of control are not uncommon. The Coalition Against Trafficking in Women reports methods of control, including lack of freedom,
control of money, and physical abuse occurring frequently, sometimes daily.\footnote{96} The violence includes physical assaults, sexual assaults, death threats to the victims or others, threats to send pornography to others, and isolation. Emotional and physical coercion are used to break the women’s resistance.\footnote{97} Schwartz, Williams, and Farley assert how sex traffickers, systematically and according to well-known methods, use various aspects of captivity, isolation from others, starvation, sleep deprivation, and unexpected sexual violence to dehumanize victims.\footnote{98} There is even a resurgence of marking one’s property with branding: increased reporting of traffickers, particularly sex traffickers, tattooing victims with their names, dollar signs, or even bar codes to further dehumanize their victims as commodities.\footnote{99}

Debt bondage is not a method of the past but a current mechanism of control implemented with regularity by traffickers.\footnote{100} This is also apparent in labor trafficking. The debt bondage of de facto slavery is a common method of controlling labor trafficking victims as well as through violence and force.\footnote{101} The methods of controlling modern-day victims of human trafficking, therefore, are eerily similar to those used to control slaves of previous generations.

B. Slave Traders and Human Traffickers

The implication of the modern-day slavery analogy is that human traffickers are the historical counterparts to nineteenth-century slave traders. Some traffickers, such as labor contracting companies similar to slave traders,
engage in the recruitment, transportation, and harboring of the victims for an eventual buyer. Others, as in the trade and development economic model outlined by Dr. Louise Shelley, are completely self-contained, handling all aspects of human trafficking from recruitment to what is regrettably referred to as “disposal” of the victims. Both act as dealers of people just as slave traders did a century ago.

Human traffickers are driven in part by money and profit just as slave traders of old. The migration of some forms of organized crime, from narcotics to human trafficking, has been linked to the increase in profitability and the lower risk of detection. The ILO concluded the profit in forced labor is approximately $150 billion annually. The ILO has also estimated total annual profits for sex trafficking at ninety-nine billion dollars. Thus, these are both highly profitable industries and alluring to traffickers.

The initial slave traders were influenced by profit. Then, when their work became technically illegal, it went underground but did not vanish. The same is true in modern trafficking. Again as Shelley notes in her high volume low risk trafficking economic model, the infrastructure for trafficking was in some cases simply just taken over by pre-existing illegal enterprises when trafficking became illegal. The exploitation did not end. Rather, it became the business of organized groups seeking profit, even if it meant engaging in illegal activity.

Slave traders, like human traffickers, are rational actors. As such, many will remain in the business for the same reasons: they have no alternative means of making as much profit for as little risk. This is no ordinary business, however. A slave trader of the nineteenth century likely did not conceptualize the contents of cargo he shipped and auctioned as actual human beings. Obviously, this must have required some form rationalization to justify the work. Hence, the efforts to dehumanize the victims were perhaps also effective methods of not only controlling the victims but also further cementing their subhuman statuses in the minds of the traders so as to justify their actions. This same frame of mind exists with today’s human traffickers.

---
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who use such levels of torture and violence to control victims that it is impossible that they consider the victims human.\textsuperscript{109}

C. \textit{Slave Owners and Human Trafficking Victim “Renters”}

The next actor in human trafficking is the person or organization that uses the labor or services of the victim. In the labor trafficking context, this would be the employer who knowingly uses slave labor; the farmer who obtains workers from traffickers;\textsuperscript{110} the “fast fashion” clothing line that subcontracts sewing and stitching;\textsuperscript{111} or, the hotel who hires a cleaning crew from a contractor.\textsuperscript{112} In the sex trafficking context, it is the purchaser of sex who knowingly buys another human being for sex.

Here, of course, there are more distinctions between the labor and sex trafficking contexts. Regarding labor trafficking, the analogy is apt. Thanks to consumer demand for cheap cotton fabric, antebellum and post-Civil War farmers owned slaves.\textsuperscript{113} Similarly, northern households utilized slaves as house servants, and dock or farm hands.\textsuperscript{114} Today, in response to a consumer demand for low-priced tomatoes, the agriculture sector has used trafficked workers.\textsuperscript{115} Similarly, instances of domestic servitude have been litigated in which the defendants have been motivated by saving money.\textsuperscript{116} When the owners are the traders as well, they also share similar methods of control: force and deception to recruit, followed by violence and force to control.

In sex trafficking, the owner in this context is the sex purchaser. The analogy is provocative but accurate. In modern-day sex trafficking, one goes to the auction square, a.k.a. backpage.com; examines the merchandise, pricing, and physical appearance; and purchases the person often from a third party.\textsuperscript{117}
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Like a nineteenth-century slave owner, he is not condemned for this activity. As described by Donna Hughes in “Combating Sex Trafficking: A Perpetrator-Focused Approach,” “They are not stigmatized in the same way ‘prostitutes’ are. Yet . . . the buyers of commercial sex acts, are the ultimate consumers of trafficked women and children. They use them for entertainment and sexual gratification, and often perpetrate acts of violence against them.”

Such a person buys another human being, albeit for a limited time frame, to use as he will to meet his purposes. Just like owners of slaves, the sex purchaser has the expectation that his money allows him to use the person in any way he demands. For example, 2009 research by Farley, Bindel, and Golding found that forty-seven percent of purchasers interviewed said women did not have certain rights during prostitution, and, in another study, twenty-two percent said the payment meant they could “do whatever they want” to the women they buy.

The justifications offered for sex purchasers’ violent behavior are very similar to that of the slave owners. Some recognize the exploitation but excuse their actions by arguing that women in prostitution are different than, i.e. less than, other women. Some claim that they are in fact helping these women. They claim their payments for these services are a benefit to all. They are either ignorant or willfully ignorant of the reality that most victims of human trafficking do not ever retain the money from the commercial sex act.

Furthermore, this payment comes with significant strings attached. It comes with the idea that the money allows their every demand to be met. Even when these women take steps to protect their health and safety, they are met with violence. Raymond and Hughes note:

Large numbers of women in the sex industry live in a state of constant trauma, vigilance and expectation of violence. Violence, rape, robbery, kidnapping and killings are normal occurrences for women in prostitution.
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However, violence does not only come from the pimps and traffickers but also from the buyers as well.123

Indeed, the Eighth Circuit in United States v. Jungers, as well as other trial courts, have affirmatively found that buyers are human traffickers; hence, they have been labeled by some as “first party sex trafficker[s].”124 The United States Congress reaffirmed this understanding in the 2015 reauthorization of the TVPA when it added “solicits or patronizes” another for commercial sex to the list of acts that constitute human trafficking.125 Congress stated that such action was taken to make “absolutely clear for judges, juries, prosecutors, and law enforcement officials that criminals who purchase sexual acts from human trafficking victims may be arrested, prosecuted, and convicted as sex trafficking offenders when this is merited by the facts of a particular case.”126

D. Bystanders

Finally, there remains the bystander. Slavery neither could have survived in the nineteenth century nor could it have ended without bystander support. In the beginning of the triangle, the northern United States and Europe benefitted from the enterprise.127 At some point in the early 1800s, the social movement shifted, and Europe saw the beginnings of a social objection to slavery.128 America and lastly Brazil followed in their own ways, ultimately resulting in war.129 Two aspects of the bystander were present in the nineteenth century to allow slavery to exist. They include the financial benefit to the bystander and the normalization of the objectification of persons.130 Both also exist today. In the labor context, the bystander benefits from trafficking. For example, with industries such as coffee and chocolate so filled with forced labor, former Ambassador-at-Large to Combat Human Trafficking Luis CdeBaca asserts that it is impossible to consume such products without the involvement of slavery.131 As discussed infra, it is the demand for cheap goods that drove
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slavery and drives human trafficking. At the center of that demand are the consumers who ignorantly believe they are not part of the problem of human trafficking, without accepting that they are indeed the cause.

Also present is the normalization. Regarding labor trafficking, it has been noted that “some exploitation among [the] marginalized is normalized.” There seems to be a belief that certain people do not possess the same rights as others because of their statuses. This is perhaps most clearly seen in the sex trafficking industry. Such a belief rationalized a demand for people to be bought and sold. The supply is created by this marginalization of the poor and vulnerable. The demand is made by society and culture. Many scholars and activists have noted that society in the twenty-first century not only bombards potential sex purchasers and victims with messages, which indicate purchasing people for sex is acceptable, but even glorifies it.

Consider the following examples. At the time it came out, the largest selling videogame in history, Grand Theft Auto IV, featured as its protagonist a former human trafficker from Serbia. (A Wall Street Journal online article describes the protagonist as milquetoast). Similarly, RapeLay is a videogame centering around a male character who stalks and rapes a mother and her two daughters. The game allows the players, through their computer devices, to engage in numerous sexual positions all of which are violent and degrading. In television and products, there are numerous references to glorified “pimp” lifestyles, including *Pimp My Ride* and *Pimp Juice.* And of course, there is music such as 50 Cent’s line: “I tell the hoes all the time/Bitch
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get in my car,” 138 and the Grammy-winning “It’s Hard Out Here for a Pimp.”139

A study described in *Pediatrics* documents the frequency of demeaning music lyrics and the specific messages to children. It notes the message sent to girls is to commoditize themselves and perceive themselves only as objects for others’ pleasure and domination. The message delivered to boys is to see the pimp lifestyle as something to be sought after and attained.140

The legalization of prostitution normalizes commercial sex and increases risk of trafficking. 141 Nowhere is normalization of objectifying women more apparent than in Halloween shopping where not only can adults purchase the pimp and prostitute costumes, but children can do so as well. Similarly, in the aftermath of the public disclosure of Ray Rice beating his then-fiancé on camera, the featured Halloween costume of Ray Rice and his victim appeared: depicting a man dragging a woman with a black eye.142 Such images clearly present women as objects that exist for the domination of men. Furthermore, the blatant racism and slavery theme in pornography is well documented.143 This normalizes the status of victim as slave.

Research supports the damage of this. The American Psychological Association report on the sexualization of girls defines objectification as “made into a thing for others’ sexual use, rather than seen as a person with the capacity for independent action and decision making.”144 Their 2007 report concluded that this media-saturated message of sexualization has “negative effects in a variety of domains, including cognitive functioning, physical and mental health, sexuality, and attitudes and beliefs.”145

These glorifications are inaccurate and society cannot lend support to the institution of slavery by condoning that. Just as in the eighteenth century, the bystander is an economic driver, and a social force of normalization and
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glorification of slavery. The bystander in each of these centuries reinforces the idea that while slavery as a concept may be disfavored, it is apparently not that bad. The consumers of cheap or affordable cotton goods or affordable food must have felt that the plight of the slave was not their concern. Similarly today, as one walks past a slave for sale on the street on one’s way to buy fast fashion made by slaves; while surfing the net on a cellular phone made by slaves; while browsing past a slave for sale on backpage.com; and while drinking the coffee whose beans were picked by slaves, the bystander is indifferent to the source of the conveniences in life.

When the analogy is examined through the lenses of the stakeholders, it becomes apparent that the analogy is accurate. Victims experience similar plights, including their objectification and lack of control. Traffickers and traders engage in similar practices and share a motive of profit. Owners and renters both justify their actions of purchasing other people for their own use with the understanding that they are able to use the victims as they please. Finally, bystanders both allow the trade in human beings to thrive because of the benefits they receive and due to the toxic environment in which ownership is normalized.

IV. CONCLUSIONS—IMPLICATIONS OF THE STATEMENT

The label of human trafficking as “modern-day slavery” is accurate and can be successful in its stated goal: to educate, inform, and motivate the public into an appropriate response. However, it has failed its promise because it has often been utilized by only superficially appealing to emotion and the least common denominator. It has not been utilized to inform but to persuade. Thus, its use risks becoming sensational, and anti-trafficking advocates and scholars risk criticisms in areas where the analogy does not completely reflect reality. Similarly, such a loose use of the analogy misinforms the public by suggesting kidnappings and chains where none may exist, and losing the opportunity to educate and engage the public through the analogy in the deeper way necessary for reform.

Only by specifically examining the analogy as it relates to specific stakeholders, and their actions and inactions, can the label have a profound impact. By illustrating these challenging implications for the public, the analogy can achieve its true potential—moving the public in a direction that was necessary in Great Britain to end slavery, necessary in the United States to end antebellum slavery, and necessary in any society to end oppression.

The anti-trafficking movement is in some ways at a crossroads. It can continue to misuse the analogy and fail to advance the efforts to end human trafficking. Thus, descendants of this generation’s bystanders will continue to be confused as to how society could accept the concept of disposable people. Or the analogy’s power can be unleashed by tying it to the implication of that analogy and label for all actors but particularly for the majority of people:
bystanders and colluders. In so doing, the social shift necessary to accompany
the legal shift will occur, and hopefully the reality of human trafficking—
modern-day slavery—will become a vestige of the past.